SLEEP can make you BETTER
20 November 2019
i'm not suggesting that I'm qualified in any way, but I've been fortunate to have lived through an extremely
diverse life, and more recently experienced the stroke to feed my curiousity.
The notes I'll refer to below are my 'old' thoughts, but still hold true today. The new additions which I'm
working on will be merged in the coming weeks.
The take-away in the least number of words, is to create stimulus that are familiar to the recipient's past life,
leaning on past experiences that were 'positive' to their mental wellbeing... childhood experiences, sounds,
dmells, visuals/movies songs, warmth,... every sense you can reach etc.
The best way to tell if they're 'getting in' is if the person is getting tired, exhausted as their waking period
memory is being filled.
Those REM Sleep periods (even just a couple of hours) re-learns the neural pathways, and binds them into preexisting 'lost' connections and 'experiences' - increasing the mental relationships between the newer and older
experiences.
This applies to intellect, language, everything the brain is expected to coordinate.
This sounds wacky, and off the books, but I can assure you that my casual development of this exploration has
been faultless over the last 25 years, and more recently with my pontian ischemic stroke.
Six weeks ago, I couldn't walk, talk or move most of my body, today, I'm doing all of those things at about 90%
capacity, and improving every day (or 'sleep' as it turns out)!
Positive relearning and reinforcement of the smallest things (from the earliest memories) is the absolute key to
creating and rebuilding neural pathways.
It's all extremely dependent on the individual's 'previous' life. No use patting a dog if they loved birds etc!

While the propositions in his document are unproven, I have been informally studying these phenomena since 1993,
without any discouraging observations.
CRC- Comprehension, Rationalisation and Conclusion, the mechanisms of human Acquisition, Assimilation and
Response in the living being.
Reasons for this study
Early life & infancy
Trauma vs New Life
Stroke (luckily mild)
Curiosity (!) There’s a lot more to learn
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Scope & Potential of the Exploration
Health Care
Coma, Stroke, Sports
Education
Lifestyle
Primary
Tertiary
Training
Physical skills
Expression
Comprehension / Acquisition
Visual
Aural
Physical
Rationalisation / Assimilation
Association / Merging / Replacement
Into The Experience ‘Tree’
Repetition & Time
Priorities & Currency
Conclusion / Response
Actions with Input Senses
Strength & Confidence

Consciousness
Sub-conscious

Memory models
Waking Period

Like a tape… Sequential, record & playback - forward-only
Exhausting
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Long Term

Like a hard disk, Indexed / Random Access
Associative with prior situations

`
REM sleep
Binding Waking into Long-Term experiences/knowledge

Situations and Chemical Normal
DNA / RNA and all that

Event bias toward normal – or not

Chemical ‘normal’ profile
derived from DNA+RNA

Situation ‘event’ sample profile

The difference between the situation and ‘normal’
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Learning & Experiences (Intellect)
Dependencies on other/earlier experience & knowledge

Physical (Body-Physiology)
Nerves, skeletal & Muscular activities are processed in similar manner to intellectual stimulus
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